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Base Price

$544,990 4 Beds | 3 Baths | 1 Half Bath | 2 Garage

About This Plan
As you walk through the front door of this impressive home, you will find the formal dining room on your right and

the formal living room directly opposite on your left. Pass the stairs on your left and you will enter into the central

foyer of this main level. You can enhance this entrance by adding an optional two way fireplace enjoyed from the

foyer and the family room. The family room, which is directly down the hall from the front door, opens into the

breakfast area and kitchen on your right. Behind the kitchen you will find the mudroom and a substantial pantry and

closet for storage. To the left of the family room is the library which you can also enter from the central foyer. If you

are looking to extend the living space on the main level, you can choose from options such as a side sunroom or

guest suite and a rear sunroom off of the breakfast area and kitchen.As you move upstairs to the second level of

The Crosby, you will find the owners suite directly at the top of the stairs just left of the laundry room. This space

includes a separate sitting room leads into a master bath with dual sinks, a soaking tub and entrance into two large

his and hers walk-in closets. On the opposite side of the laundry room you will find the final bedroom with a private

bath and walk in closet. To the left of the owners suite are two bedrooms with a shared bath and private walk in…

closets. If desired, add the optional loft for extra living space. You can use this area for a number of different things

such as an office, extra bedroom, or play space for the kids!Move into the basement to discover an extra level of

possibilities! This space can include additional options to include a finished media room, recreation room, den,

bedroom and full bath.

About This Community
As you walk through the front door of this impressive home, you will find the formal dining room on your right and

the formal living room directly opposite on your left. Pass the stairs on your left and you will enter into the central

foyer of this main level. You can enhance this entrance by adding an optional two way fireplace enjoyed from the

foyer and the family room. The family room, which is directly down the hall from the front door, opens into the

breakfast area and kitchen on your right. Behind the kitchen you will find the mudroom and a substantial pantry and

closet for storage. To the left of the family room is the library which you can also enter from the central foyer. If you

are looking to extend the living space on the main level, you can choose from options such as a side sunroom or

guest suite and a rear sunroom off of the breakfast area and kitchen.As you move upstairs to the second level of

The Crosby, you will find the owners suite directly at the top of the stairs just left of the laundry room. This space

includes a separate sitting room leads into a master bath with dual sinks, a soaking tub and entrance into two large

his and hers walk-in closets. On the opposite side of the laundry room you will find the final bedroom with a private

…
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